
The CUB is designed to endure the most extreme environments, and provide robust power and energy storage 
for off grid, grid support, battery back up and renewable energy applications. The Containerized Universal Battery 
(CUB) combines the best energy storage, power conversion and control systems into a standard 10, 20 or 40 
foot shipping container. Our CloudEnergy NetworkTM architecture allows for any number of Energy Cells to be 
connected together, to support a wide range of power and energy storage requirements.

PROJECT APPLICATIONS

OFF-GRID SMART 
GENERATOR CONVERSION
• Generator is the prime power source
• The CUB allows generators to run 

less frequently and at optimal power, 
resulting in fuel savings and improved 
cycle life duration

   GRID SERVICES, BACKUP   
   POWER & TELECOM
• Grid services including energy 

arbitrage, VAR support, renewable 
support and frequency regulation

• Backup power with and without grid-
tied solar

OFF-GRID PRIME 
PV POWER
• Prime power source is PV, excess 

power is stored in batteries
• Generator acts as backup
• Up to 75% in fuel savings
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CUB EC-40 SPECIFICATIONS

Max Energy Storage
480 kWhr utilizing OPzV Tubular 
Gel Lead Acid (provides ~3-4hr 
autonomy at full load)

720 kWhr utilizing Discover AES Batteries 
-Lithium- (provides ~8-9hr autonomy 
at full load)

Battery Cycle Life Up to 2950 cycles at 50% DOD 20° C
(Total energy delivered ~716 MWhr)

7000 cycles at 0.5C rate, 100% DOD 25°C
(Total energy delivered ~4,725 MWhr)

Exterior Dimensions Length 40 ft X Width 8 ft X Height 8 ft 6 in
(Total Length up to 42ft with HVAC installed)

Interior Climate Controls Fully automated HVAC with 6 ton cooling, 10 kW heating, with economizer
Interior fully insulated to R20 walls, R24 ceiling and floor

Power I/O Voltage 3 phase 120/208 or 230/400 VAC, 50 or 60 Hz

Continuous Power Ratings 60 kW continuous power, 76.5 kW for 30 minutes, 108 kW surge
(Max continuous “sell” power to grid: 54 kW)

Solar Ready Includes 12 MPPT Solar Charge Controllers to support up to a 60~65 kW 
Solar PV Array (24 strings, 195 to 550VDC, 600Voc)

Operating Temperatures -40°C to 50°C (with HVAC)
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CLOUD ENERGY NETWORKTM ARCHITECTURE 
allows you to combine energy cells for more power and energy 

40 kW*
240 kWhr (OPzV)/360 kWhr (AES)**

60 kW*
480 kWhr (OPzV)/720 kWhr (AES)**

20 kW*
120 kWhr (OPzV)/180 kWhr (AES)**

* AC Continuous Power Capability
** DC Energy Storage Capacity
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